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Mrs:Reguieg.H.
The English Exam of the Third Term
Text:
Child labour is the crime to humanity. It has become a curse to the society and big issue
preventing the country growth and development. Childhood is the most memorable period
of the life which every child has right to live from birth. Children have full rights to play with
friends, go to school, feel the parent’s love and care and touch beauty of the nature.
However, just because of the people’s misunderstandings (parents, owners, etc), children
are forced to live adults’ life. They are forced to arrange all the resources for life survival in
their childhood.
Parents want to make children very responsible towards their family in their early
childhood. They do not understand that their kids need love and care; they need proper
schooling and play with friends to grow properly. Parents think that their kids are their
property; they can use them as they want. But, every parents need to understand that they
have some responsibility towards their country too. They need to make their kids healthy in
every aspect to make the future of the country bright. Parents should take all the
responsibility of the family and let their kids live their childhood with lots of love and care.
The main causes of the child labour all over the world are poverty, parents’
irresponsibility, society, low salaries, joblessness, poor living standard and, social injustice,
lack of schools, backwardness, ineffective laws which are directly affecting the
development of the country.
(Adapted from Internet).

Part one: a) - Reading comprehension (7pts):
Read the text carefully and do the following activities.
Activity one: a/ circle the letter that corresponds to the right answer: (1pt)
The text is: 1- news paper article.
2- a survey report.
3- a web site article.
b/ what do the underlined words in the text refer to:(1pt)
a-which

/

b- they

Activity two: Say true, false or not mentioned. (3pts)
1- Parents should not take all the responsibility of their children.
2- Playing is one of the children’s rights.
3- Government incites children to work at an early age.

Activity three: Match words in column a with the corresponding definition in column b.
(2pts)
Column a
a-birth
b-labour
c-child hood
d-property

Column b
1-state or time of being a child
2-owned by somebody as a
possession
3-process of being born
4-task or period of work

b)-Mastery of language :(7pts)
Activity one: Spot then correct the mistakes. (2pts)
parents need making their childs healthy in every aspect
Activity two: Choose the correct form of the verbs between brackets. (3pts)
1- Violence (use to be- used to be- have used to be) the concern of many individuals in
the Algerian society.
2- My friend( won’t go- goes went) to university if he fails in the exam.
3- While I( went- have gone- was going) to school, I witnessed a terrible accident.
Activity three: Spot out from the text four (4) words containing the following sounds.
(2pts)
/ei/ say

/∂ᴜ/ nose

1…………..
2…………..

1…………….
2…………….

Part two: Situation of integration (6pts).
A lot of children in Algeria do not go to school. You feel concerned about this problem.
Write a paragraph where you speak about reasons of children’s work and children’s
rights.
These cues may help you:
-Children are poor/ don’t want to study
-Children’s protection (education/health/food….)
-Children’s leisure (games /sports….)

